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According to   led by Augusta University, a simple

nasal wash which you can make at home is able to reduce

the risk of being hospitalized for COVID by 8X.

ACE2 receptors are plentiful on human epithelial cells in

the nasal cavity, lungs and mouth. A nasal saline wash can

help prevent the man-made “virus” from attaching to

receptors.

This is a much better preventative outcome than 

. Many of the people

reporting Paxlovid rebound infection had been vaccinated.

There been almost no reporting this in the press.

It’s also statistically more effective than any COVID jab

performs in practice, and .

Simple Nasal Wash Recipe: A Basic Skill for
Health Today

“The   say nasal washes are inexpensive and

safe and  using 1/2 a teaspoon

 of salt and baking soda in a cup of (cooled) boiled or
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1/2 teaspoon sea salt (or regular salt) or 1 

1/2 teaspoon baking soda

1 cup of (cooled) boiled or distilled water

You can use either a regular  as in the video below

or a  as in the image at the top.

Nasal wash should be performed within 24 hours of

symptoms done twice daily for 14 days.

Some of the participants in supplemented their

nasal rinse with a few drops of 10% povidone-iodine. 

“  this simple intervention

will reduce the likelihood of severe disease,” said 

.

This is the best video and covers details one needs to know.

7 minutes.
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Note: I wrote an article earlier on using Xlear as a 

 and to prevent infection high in the sinus

cavity in the first place. The nasal rinse is a complementary

solution.

This is the latest peer-reviewed study showing that a

simple saline nasal rinse is highly effective against

infection at point of entry. 
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The CDC is still not telling people to do this today even

though there is no risk to anyone.

to protect from transmission from the

“V” and to help those who took the “V”, 

The entire 

This treatment is still being ignored by every

mainstream medical institution. The technique

originated with Indian yoga practices and is easy to use.

Universities should 

 instead of mandating vaccines.
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We are

covering everything from vaccines, parenting topics,

alternative medicine. Head over today and like, share and

download a few episodes!  

I’m still on FB but shadow-banned hard… If you want to

stay connected,  …
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 join me for my  .  

I am no longer a practicing medical

professional, and I am not doctor. I am a mother. I do seek

scientific confirmation of the safety and effectiveness of

the herbs and remedies I use. Using remedies is a personal

decision. Nothing I say on this blog is intended to treat or

prevent disease. Consult your own doctor.

©2023 Deep Roots at Home • All Rights Reserved
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Hi! I’m Jacqueline!

Thanks for being part of this journey with me.

Join the newsletter:

First Name E-Mail Address
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